Despite the potential to dominate radiology reporting, current speech recognition technology is thus far a weak and inconsistent alternative to traditional human transcription. This is attributable to poor accuracy rates, in spite of vendor claims, and the wasted resources that go into correcting erroneous reports. A solution to this problem is post-speech-recognition error detection that will assist the radiologist in proofreading more efficiently. In this paper, we present a statistical method for error detection that can be applied after transcription. The results are encouraging, showing an error detection rate as high as 96% in some cases.
INTRODUCTION
T he recent improvements of speech recognition (SR) technology have motivated the introduction of automated transcription software in lieu of human transcription. Speech recognition can offer improved patient care and resource management in the form of reduced report turnaround times, reduced staffing needs, and the efficient completion and distribution of reports.
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As the technology comes of age, however, with vendors claiming accuracy rates as high as 99%, the potential advantages of SR over traditional dictation methods are not being realized, leaving many radiologists frustrated with the technology.
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The primary reason behind this apparent failure is accuracy. A 99%-accurate speech recognizer still averages one error out of every hundred words, with no guarantees as to the seriousness of such errors. Furthermore, actual accuracy rates in the reading room often fall short of 99%. Radiologists are instead forced to maintain their transcriptionists as correctionists, or to double as copy editors, painstakingly correcting each case, often for nonsensical or inconspicuous errors. Not only is this frustrating, but it is a poor use of time and resources. To compound matters, problems integrating with the radiology suite and the introduction of delays have further soured many radiologists on the technology. Those choosing to modernize their reading rooms with SR software are often plagued with difficulties, whereas those continuing to use traditional reporting methods have mixed incentives with respect to upgrading. Nonetheless, the potential benefits to radiology reporting from a hospital administration standpoint continue to motivate the adoption of SR technology. Thus, improving SR dictation is of particular importance.
One potential solution is to improve accuracy through automated error detection. Current research in post-SR error detection has been applied mostly to conversational systems. Statistical methods such as word co-occurrences 7Y9 Thus, we explore the following hypothesis: As a postprocessing stage, methods in statistical natural language processing can effectively detect recognition errors in radiology reports dictated via automatic speech recognition. As initial support for this hypothesis, our experiment examines one such statistical-based method of error detection: Exploiting the highly regular language used in radiology, we have developed a preliminary system for computer-assisted report editing. By automatically flagging potential errors, the system removes the need for an in-depth reread of the dictated report and reduces the time spent proofreading. If we consider computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) in imaging as a Bsecond pair of eyes^for the radiologist, then by analogy we are proposing a CAD system for error detection in SR-generated reports. This in turn restores much of the original benefit of SR technology in time and money saved. Finally, by creating a postprocessing solution, we can escape the need to deal with proprietary software and recognize the varying needs of reading rooms supporting different vendor software packages.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview
Underlying our approach is the key notion that, by identifying patterns common to error-free reports, we can automatically detect inaccuracies within novel reports. Our pattern analysis has been done via co-occurrence relations, 8, 11, 13 a statistical method for determining the number of times a word occurs in a specific context. Here, Bcontext^refers to the words surrounding the target word. Given a sufficiently representative training corpus, we can associate words with particular contexts based on that corpus. We can then apply these wordYcontext statistics to determine the probability of a word occurring in a given context in a report. If that probability falls below a certain threshold, the word will be flagged as a possible error, assisting the radiologist during proofreading.
Materials
With permission from the Simon Fraser University Ethics Committee, we have compiled the co-occurrence statistics for 2,700, anonymized magnetic resonance imaging reports, obtained and corrected by the Canada Diagnostic Centre (CDC) in Vancouver, British Columbia, using the Dragon NaturallySpeaking speech-recognition system, version 7.3. This training corpus is split into several training sets: the full 2,700 reports, as well as those obtained from dividing by section and dividing by report type (ie, anatomic region being studied). These divisions reflect the observations that the type of words found in the BFindings^and BImpressions^sections may differ from the BHistory^section, whereas the type of words found within a knee report, for instance, is not as likely to occur in a report of the shoulder. Thus, by training and testing these separately, there is no risk of dilution from other report types, increasing the accuracy. Note that pathologybased division of reports was not considered at this stage, although, like anatomy-based reports, similar behavior with respect to types of words is expected.
Our final training sets include all reports, reports separated into the BFindings^and BImpressions^sections, and reports of the spine. To ensure adequate statistical representation, we restrict training sets to those containing 800 or more reports. Of the 2,700 reports divided by anatomic region, only Bspine^had enough cases to meet the 800-minimum requirement. We generate separate co-occurrence statistics for each training set based on the current context window size.
Stopwords are words with little intrinsic meaning, such as Bat^and Bthe.^Typically, these words are found with such high frequency that they lose any usefulness as search terms. In co-occurrence analysis, stopwords are usually omitted because their overabundance in a text can affect the resulting probabilities disproportionately. We observe this convention in the following experiment.
A sample selection of the co-occurrence relations for the word Bquadriceps^from the training corpus is provided in Table 1 . For example, Bquadriceps^occurred in the training corpus 123 times and co-occurred with the term Bpatellar^32 times, for a frequency of 32/123=0.26.
Methods
In the testing phase, we compiled a corpus of 20 uncorrected/corrected, anonymized report pairs, also obtained from the CDC using Dragon NaturallySpeaking. For each uncorrected report, we determine the context of each word, calculate the co-occurrences, and apply the appropriate collection of co-occurrence statistics from the training data.
For example, consider the following misrecognized sentence fragment:
...possible spondylolysis eye laterally of L5...
We can generate the following co-occurrences for the target word, Beye^, with a context window of 2 (up to two words to either side of Beye^):
eye possible eye spondylolysis eye laterally eye L5
Using Bayes' theorem (Eq. 1), we can combine the probability of each word occurring within the context window of the target word, and the probability of the target word itself, where T is the target word and C is the context words. Bayes' theorem is a formula that allows us to calculate conditional probabilities: the probability of an event, A, given the knowledge that another event, B, has already taken place. In simpler terms, this means that the probability of our Bevent^, the target word T, can be calculated in terms of the probability of another Bevent^, the context C. Because the target word and the context are closely related, this is an informative calculation.
The expression P(TªC ) is read Bthe probability of T given C.^The probability of the target word, P(T ), is equal to the probability of occurrence in the training corpus. Because we have already observed the context of the target word, we know that its probability of occurring is constant; thus, we set P(C )=1. Finally, we can calculate P(CªT ), the probability of the context C occurring given the target word T, where C 1 ,...,C n represent the context words within C, as follows:
Þ By joint probability
Given that P(C i ªT) is equivalent to the probability of the co-occurrence (C i , T) in the training data, we can now calculate our desired probability, P(TªC).
For example, applying Bayes' theorem to the sentence fragment above yields the following: P eye possible; spondylolysis; laterally; L5 j ð Þ ¼ P eye ð ÞÂP possible; spondylolsis; laterally; L5 eye j ð Þ
We can apply Eq. 2 to calculate P(possible, spondylolysis, laterally, L5ªeye):
Once we have obtained the value of P(TªC) via Bayes' theorem, we can compare it to a threshold value, K, flagging those target words, T, where P(TªC) GK. Thus, we capture those words in a report whose occurrence in their context window is highly improbable. This improbability reflects the likelihood of a recognition error. To find the actual errors in our test reports, we align the corrected and uncorrected reports, determine any differences, and tag those differences as errors.
We then compare these to the flagged errors from our program output to obtain our results: a match is considered a correct detection, or true positive; a flagged error that does not correspond to an actual error is considered a false positive; an error not flagged is considered a false negative. For example, after applying Bayes' theorem and Eq. 2 to our sample sentence fragment, we have P(eyeªpossible,...,L5)=4.37067E-07, a correspondingly low value that reflects the unlikelihood of Beye^occurring in that context. Assuming an appropriate threshold K, this is flagged as an error.
As a final note on the use of Bayes' theorem, as described above, the probability of a target word is defined with respect to the individual probabilities of the words in the surrounding context along with the probability of the word occurring on its own. It is not simply the occurrence of T within the scope of some context word, C, but a combined measure of the probability of T ever occurring (as defined by our training corpus) within range of C, along with the probability of T occurring overall (again, as defined by our training corpus). In the base case, if T has never occurred next to any of the context words, then the overall probability will be zero, whereas similarly, if T is a novel word, the overall probability will also be zero. However, the more complex case, where T has occurred before and in the environment of one or more of the current context words, is a balance of the frequency of those occurrences with respect to each context word, C. If the threshold is set to zero, this simply catches the simple case as described above, and is insufficiently discriminating (although it does offer sufficient results as proof of concept). A carefully chosen threshold value, however, can increase the discriminating power of the system, and thus improve overall accuracy.
All tools were designed in Perl and run on a Mac G4, 1.5 GHz, OS X 10.3.9. All calculations were performed on a context window of size 3, with a threshold value of 0.0001.
RESULTS
The results obtained are shown in Table 2 . Recall is a measure of the number of errors correctly detected over the total number of errors actually present; precision is a measure of the number of errors correctly detected over the total number detected. In keeping with our CAD analogy, we can refer to these two terms as the sensitivity and specificity, respectively. Corpus size:training is the number of reports in the training set, whereas corpus size:test is the number of test cases on which the system was run.
Out of 20 test reports, there is an average of 11.9 errors per report, with an average report length of 80.8 words. This represents an average word-error rate (WER) of 15%.
The system is able to identify error candidates in under a minute in all cases, underscoring its viability for real-time use. There is a one-time overhead cost associated with generating the cooccurrence statistics for the training sets. Once generated, however, the database is simply stored and referenced. Regeneration then only occurs if new training data are added. The cost and complexity of referencing the database is dependent upon the number of entries (wordYcontext pairs). As this is simply a lookup task, however, many efficient techniques exist for doing so while ensuring that the system remains viable.
DISCUSSION
The initial results in Table 2 are promising. The recall reflects a moderate sensitivity to errors and a moderately low rate of false negatives. This is especially important, as errors missed could have serious ramifications. In contrast, the precision is low, indicating a high rate of false positives.
There is an interesting discussion to be had regarding the actual utility of the results. In particular, we can ask how useful a recall result of less than 100% is. In keeping with the CAD analogy, the system is a second set of eyes detecting errors that the radiologist may have missed. Arguably, the system proposed here in its current, preliminary stage is suitable only as an assistive device to support the proofreading of the radiologist. The radiologist must remain alert to other errors that may have escaped the errordetection system. As the recall performance increases, the error-detection system becomes one of increasingly accurate report verification. The comfort level with respect to the level of autonomy afforded to such an error-detection system will vary according to many factors, including the radiologist's own beliefs and comfort levels, and the accuracy rate of the system. The higher the accuracy is the lesser the reliance on radiologist proofreading and the increased utility of the system. In addition, it cannot be forgotten that the recall score is always tempered by the precision score. Obviously, a system that tags every word as an error will enjoy a recall performance of 100%, but zero utility due to a 0% precision score (functionally equivalent to tagging nothing as an error). It can be argued that a lower precision score (high false positives) is less urgent than a lower recall score. While still important overall, false positives remain identifiable by the radiologist and do not affect report quality.
In this study, most false positives were generated by wordYcontext pairs that were not previously encountered in the training data. Thus, we have P(CªT)=0, which results in P(TªC)=0 by Eq. 1. Evidence for this is seen in the BImpressionsd ata set, which typically held the smallest amount of text, and the smallest training set. Correspondingly, it has the lowest precision rate. By increasing the number of reports in the training corpus, however, we can ensure a greater coverage of the terms that typically occur in a radiology report. This will cause the rate of false positives to drop and improve the precision. Although the ideal training corpus would contain every possible context of every possible word in a radiology report, radiology nonetheless does not exhibit a wide variation within reports. A fairly accurate depiction of the possible patterns within a report is feasible with a large enough training set. Interestingly, however, some false positives may be advantageous, indicating rare occurrences that merit closer inspection by the radiologist to ensure there are no mistakes.
Separating the training and testing data by section has a positive impact, although further testing is needed. This result is encouraging, as the BImpressions^section is the section most likely to be read by the referring physician. As mentioned above, the lower precision for BImpressions^is explained by the typically small amount of text in this section. Thus, while separating by type improved recall, overall, the training set was still too small for as effective an analysis and must be followed up with more data.
The rate of error detection, or filtering, is affected by the threshold value, K. Higher values of K mean less filtering and a higher WER, while lower values of K mean greater filtering and a lower WER. In this way, it is possible to increase the recall level to near 100% in exchange for a corresponding loss of precision. Nonetheless, this does allow for some flexibility in balancing between the recall and precision measurements.
The choice of threshold is presently one of trialand-error experimentation. In extending the CAD analogy, however, we can see that the individual word statistics and their error/nonerror status lend themselves rather nicely to plotting via receiveroperating characteristic (ROC) curves. Doing so would permit a visual analysis of a more complete range of threshold values and allow for further experimentation with respect to other experiment variables such as corpus size and window size. At this stage, ROC analysis remains future work.
An important aspect of this analysis is the omission of stopwords, or low-information-bearing words. These words are ignored because it is often observed that a misrecognized stopword rarely entails a shift in the intended semantics. Exceptions exist, however, such as a substitution of Band^for Bat the^, that may have more serious consequences in medicine and may prove difficult for human editors to detect. As a result, a more detailed analysis of stopwords is currently underway.
Closely related to the problem of stopwords is the loss of short words with high (relative) semantic load. For example, the omission of the word Bnoĉ an have serious ramifications for the meaning of the final report. In many cases, these types of words fall under the stopword category Bhigh frequencyt hat dilutes the efficacy of statistical-based analysis. In partial answer to this problem, a technique for a hybrid approach to error detection employing multiple methods (statistical and nonstatistical) has been developed that marries the strengths of each method for maximal recall and precision.
Further extensions for this system may include integration with a Btalking template^, as proposed by Sistrom. 15 The talking template provides report navigation feedback as audible cues, reducing the so-called look away problem in which radiologists continually look away from the images to visually consult the report being generated. The introduction of speech-recognition systems (SRS) is such that Bmost radiologists learn to use SRS in a counterintuitive way whereby they interact intensely with the graphical interface to produce reports singly rather than in groups in batches^1 6 (p 178). Sistrom suggests that the goal is to defer any proofreading or editing of the report so that multiple reports can be completed at one time in a more efficient Bbatch mode.^As he observes, Bthere seems to be fascination bordering on obsession with checking to see if the recognition of the last couple of sentences was accurate^1 6 (p 179). With this in mind, the on-the-fly error detection may ultimately provide its feedback as auditory indications that will allow the radiologist to quickly and efficiently deal with such errors (such as redictating). Alternatively, the awareness that the error-detection system is in place may provide radiologists with greater peace of mind and help break the Blook away^cycle.
Additional work supporting our hypothesis is also ongoing, including experiments with innovative, nonstochastic methods that rely on syntactic as well as semantic analysis of the text itself, such as conceptual similarity.
14Y17 Such techniques will make it possible to evolve beyond just detection to the much harder problem of automated correction. This can include semiautomated correction, whereby the radiologist is presented with intelligent suggestions for correction of recognition errors. Still, as a first attempt at statistical error detection in radiology reports, these results are encouraging and demonstrate the feasibility of postprocessing error detection as a means to recover from the low accuracy of SR. To the authors' knowledge, error detection in medical SR is a new research area. Therefore, these initial results will provide a starting point for future comparisons and hopefully inspire further work.
Finally, this technique could easily be extended to other areas of medicine that share the same properties of restricted vocabulary seen in radiology, provided an adequate training corpus is available.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the trend towards automation in the reading room, SR remains a weak alternative to traditional transcription. This is attributable to poor accuracy rates and the wasted resources spent on proofreading erroneous reports. As a partial solution to this problem, we have proposed a post-speech-recognition, statistical error-detection system for radiology. A previously unexplored area of research, this technique shows promise as an effective means to recover from the unacceptable accuracy rates of SR. By flagging potential errors, we can enhance the proofreading process, restoring the benefits of SR in resources saved. The result is a more efficient reading room and an improved experience with SR.
